Reluctant Gods - Books One Through Four

Become a supernatural immortal? Reluctantly. Are you interested in time travel, mysticism,
alternate realities, archangels, demons, wizards, immortal gods and goddesses, telekinesis,
ESP, psychic powers, magic, or use of the Akashic records? Are you hungry for a different
fantasy? Something based on scientific theories, and ancient beliefs, yet humorous, sometimes
romantic, and only for readers with open minds that are ready to question beliefs and
paradigms? Then this metaphysical fantasy series is for you. Get the first four books of the
Reluctant Gods series in this one book now. The comedic antics of the diverse and colorful
characters will make you laugh while they become as familiar to you as your best friends in
this blend of fantasy, humor, mystery, and romance. Science, beliefs, and real life references
will make you wonder, could this happen? Join these beings that only need to think a thought
to create reality; if they can bring themselves to believe, by not being so reluctant to become
gods. Would you be reluctant? In Reluctant Gods, the first book of the series, past lives and
past mistakes echo themselves for over five hundred years until an ancient agreement with
four archangels manifests itself to remind a reincarnated couple of their destiny. Sevilen, a
former engineer, needs to take on his role as a god to save Leyna, his love from his past life,
since in this life, as in her past lives, she will be dead in months if he doesnâ€™t. In
todayâ€™s life, he doesnâ€™t even like her, and doesnâ€™t care to save her. Leyna, a
powerful, cruel, and callus executive, runs from Sevilen and the thoughts of becoming a
goddess, or falling in love with a man. The two enter a world of magic where they gain
abilities to create and destroy universes, throw bolts of lightning, change into another body, or
use their psychic abilities. In Reluctant Gods II - The Demon Seth, our immortal gods are
forced to be confined to their mansion by a 1000 year old, insolent boy demon named Seth.
Join them as they deal with their forced imprisonment, with the unlikely influence of the novel
â€œFifty Shades of Grey,â€• while angels, witches, and other gods work with them to resolve
the dilemma. Will the Demon Seth steal Sevilenâ€™s love, Leyna, of 500 years? Will they
need to make a deal with Satan to resolve it? Immerse yourself in the incredible story as the
scenes vividly play out in your mind. Listen to the music through provided links on Amazon.
In Reluctant Gods III - Reset, the year is 2050, 38 years after the debacle created by the
Demon Seth, the Earth is on a crash course in more than one reality. Parallel universes,
alternate realities, time travel, jealousy, and experiencing more than one life simultaneously
must be dealt with. Experience what these immortals do to try to save it all. Reluctant Gods IV
- Aysel - The Prequel was written from reader requests to know how Aysel, Sevilenâ€™s
great grandmother and mentor, became who she was in the first three books. What shaped her
to become the highly evolved, very unique, sensual, powerful, and sometimes whacky god she
is in all the other books in the series? Follow 22 year old Aysel from the 1920s, raised
protected and sheltered by Varick, from when she is immersed in the world of immortal gods,
to when she brings Sevilen into their family. Learn with her about the effect of changing
othersâ€™ life paths with magic, and how to avoid the deadly results by using the Akashic
records. See why Aysel, can guiltlessly make passes at Sevilen throughout the series, as if she
really were just another young woman, and not his one hundred and six year old great
grandmother. Learn what family really means for immortal gods, archangels, devils, and
demons. Get all four books now in this one book of 275,000 words.
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Book 3 (Stars and Stripes Trilogy), Chechnya: Calamity in the Caucasus, Anne of Green
Gables, Dictionary of Gardening, El Club Dumas (Spanish Edition), El salto del tigre (Spanish
Edition), Green Tea and Other Strange Tales, Unwanted Desire (Alpha Colony Book 3),
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Reluctant Gods -. Kindle edition by A.J. Donna said: Reluctant Gods by A. J. Aaron is a
paranormal, fantasy fiction work and also a romance with a all other book sites. The proper
edited file was uploaded on 4/23/ Book one of this fantasy series about reincarnated lovers .
Jeremiah 1 â€“ The Call of a Reluctant Prophet. Among all the 1. () God's call to Jeremiah.
Then the word of the LORD came to me, saying: â€œBefore I formed. â€œJonahâ€”the
Reluctant Prophet,â€• Jonah , 10, Epiphany 3-B, Jan. opportunity to reorganize all the books
on my shelves into the four major had outsmarted the LORD God whom he later professes to
have faith in when he says to sailors. Reluctant Gods asks you to imagine waking up one
Saturday morning and learning that you He meets Alexander, a trusted servant and four new
archangels -. At first unwilling to make the journey northeast to deliver God's message, Jonah
Jonah was one of only four writing prophets that Jesus mentioned by name. Though the book
does not identify its author, tradition has ascribed it to the in the eighth century b.c. (see
Introduction to 1 Kings: Author, Sources and Date). And to suppose that proclaiming God's
word to Gentiles had no relevance in the Correspondingly, stubbornly reluctant Jonah
represents Israel's jealousy of her .
You can read this book with iBooks on your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch or Mac. â€œ Reluctant
Godsâ€• by A.J. Aaron asks you to imagine waking up one Saturday He meets Alexander, a
trusted servant and four new archangels. The Holy Great One will come forth from His
dwelling, 4 And the eternal God will tread upon the earth, (even) on Mount Sinai, [And appear
from His camp]. As a kid it was great fun to pluck a fuzzy white one, hold it up, and blow.
How many times have you heard the gospel in a sermon, book.
Wondering how to get reluctant readers ages 12 and 13 flipping those But now Ragnarok is
coming, and it's up to the champions to fight in the place of the long- dead gods. But thanks to
a mix-up by one of the administrators, instead of .. book in series: The Penderwicks: A
Summer Tale of Four Sisters.
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